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Stay
A short play by Jenny Kirlin

Running time: 12 minutes
Synopsis: At the tail end of a breakup, a man returns to the house he once shared to take the last
thing he’s left behind.
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jennykirlin@gmail.com
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Stay
A short play by Jenny Kirlin
PEN, mid-thirties, circles the kitchen table, her hands clenched, knuckles white. NEIL, also midthirties, rifles through the cabinets grabbing items and placing them into a box.
Pen

I’m sick about it. I really am.

Neil

That’s not my problem.

Pen

Okay.

NEIL turns and opens his mouth to say something and doesn’t. He opens the refrigerator and
cracks open a can of soda. He takes a gulp and puts it back in the refrigerator.
Pen

(cont.) I’m not going to drink your old coke.

Neil

Fine.

NEIL takes it out.
Pen

(cont.) Please take the sardines. I really can’t look at them anymore. They’ve been in
there for months and Sam keeps trying to get at them. Do Sardines go bad? I don’t even
know. They’re white and fishy and…please just take them.

Neil

(grabbing the can of sardines) Then why did you buy them?

Pen

I had a coupon.

Neil

That’s not a reason.

Pen

You tried them once on a dare. At our old apartment.

Neil

I remember. They were disgusting.

Pen

Yeah, but you liked them. Kinda.

NEIL chucks the can of sardines into the trash receptacle across the room. PEN flinches.
Neil

FIXED. (beat) Have no idea why you couldn’t have done that…

He takes another gulp of the soda and empties the rest in the sink. He goes back to the cabinets
and takes out a small white plastic bowl with a red and blue train painted on it. PEN sees this
and starts.
Pen

Don’t!
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Neil

Pen, it’s one bowl.

Pen

I made that for him.

Neil

There’s an entire cabinet of bowls you made for him.

Pen

Yes, but that’s his favorite.

Neil

Well, I need to bring something to make him feel at home. And everything I take you say
is his favorite.

NEIL places the bowl in the box.
Pen

NOT YET!

PEN lunges for the box. NEIL grabs it and puts it on the counter and whips back around on
PEN.
Neil

Don’t make this a thing.

Pen

I-

Neil

I purposefully saved his stuff for last. To be nice. But we have to go now.

Pen

He’s going to miss me.

Neil

Of course he is.

Pen

You can’t stop that.

Neil

I don’t want to stop that.

Pen

You’re taking him from me!

Neil

You’ll see him again.

Pen

And what am I supposed to do in the meantime?

Neil

Get out. Shop, get your nails done, make new bowls. Whatever it is you do.

Pen

I don’t do anything.

Neil

(bitingly) I know.

NEIL grabs the box and heads out of the room.
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